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Introduction to the survey 
Purpose :

A web survey was set up to find out about the availability and possibility of getting 
European wide datasets for different variables attached to the INSPIRE grid. Both in 
terms of whether data were physically available, or whether there were constraints 

attached like pricing of data or confidentiality issues.

Target group :
The target group was European national statistical institutes. But also included other 

countries outside Europe.

How many sent :
Link to web survey was sent to all EU/EFTA countries, accessing countries and EFGS 

members outside Europe.

How many replied: 
31 countries replied in all, including Brazil and Mexico.
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1. When will the population head count and age structure data be released to the public or available to third parties?    

The NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC), managed by CIESIN at Columbia University, is interested in 
obtaining population data and corresponding GIS boundary data at the highest spatial resolution possible (meaning lowest
census or administrative units possible), corresponding to circa 2010 censuses or population registries. The data will be used in 
the production of Gridded Population of the World v4, which will be produced at a 30 arc-second (~1km) grid cell resolution. The 
input vector GIS data for the production of the population grids will not be released without explicit permission from the data 
providers. 
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2. What is the lowest census/admin unit population head count data with corresponding GIS boundary files 
that you would be willing to release to SEDAC? (e.g. equivalent NUTS or census level) 
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3. Would you be able to provide age and sex distribution data for this
resolution as well? 
[yes/no] If the answer to is no, at what resolution could you provide this data? 
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4. Do you have a flag indicating the urban or rural 
designation for census/admin units in your
country?
[Yes/No] If yes, would you be willing to provide this
as well? 
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5. What would be the lowest census/admin
unit population head count data in 
tabular format (without boundary files) 
you would be willing to release?

[LAU2 or lower? (interpreted)]
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6. Population grid statistics
Which of the following statistical units, variables
and reference years are or will be available?
[Total population],
[Number of male inhabitants],
[Number of female inhabitants],
[Average age (in cells with more than 4 inhabitants)],
[Reference years 2000, 2005, 2010. 1x1km grid] 
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7. Dwellings grid statistics
Which of the following statistical units, 
variables and reference years are or will be available? 
[Number of Dwellings, total],
[ Number of Dwellings, Detached house],
[Number of Dwellings, Other building],
[Average floor area],
[Reference years 2000, 2005, 2010. 1x1km] 
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8. Buildings grid statistics
Which of the following statistical units, variables and 

reference years are or will be available? 
[Number of buildings, All buildings], 
[N, Unknown building type], 
[N, Dwelling], 
[N, Industrial building and warehouse], 
[N, Office and business building], 
[N, Transport and communication building], 
[N, Hotel and restaurant building], 
[N, Building used for education, public entertainment

and religious activities], 
[N, Hospital and institutional care building], 
[N, Prison, building for emergency preparedness],
[Reference years 2000, 2005, 2010. 1x1km] 
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9. Agriculture and forestry properties grid statistics
Which of the following statistical units? 
[Number of agricultural and forestry properties] 
(with at least 5 decares (1 decares=0.1 hectar) agricultural land 
and/or 25 decares productive forest area). 
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Grid statistics and boundaries are supplied free under Open Government licence, by acknowledging the source.  UKEAW
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Naming. Commercial use by agreement.SE

Not decided.RO

Still to be definedPT

One grid cell can not contain 1 or 2 units in order to statistical confidentiality.PL

Naming onlyNO

Naming onlyNL

Restricted by the Law of the National System of Statistical and Geographical Information (LSNIEG, INEGI 2008).MX

Data will be available through INSPIRE GeoportalLV

See Eurostat LegislationLU
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11. Access to grid statistics in terms 
of use, price policy, confidentiality
and quality
For the above mentioned grid statistics; 
do you have any special terms of use, 
price policy or quality issues, or any
other matter that might restrict the
availability of your grid statistics? 
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10. Agricultural holdings grid statistics
Which of the following statistical
units, variables and reference years
are or will be available? 

[Number of agricultural and forestry
properties (with at least 5 decares (1 
decares=0.1 hectar) agricultural land 
and/or 25 decares productive forest
area). Property that is used for or 
could be used for agriculture and/or 
forestry. All agricultural/forestry area 
belonging to the same owner within a 
municipality is regarded as one
property, irrespective of the number
of cadastral units.],

[Number of properties with agricultural
land (with at least 5 decares
agricultural land)],

[Number of forestry properties (with at 
least 25 decares forestry land)], 

[Reference years 2000, 2005, 2010. 5x5 
km] 

EU Regulation 1166/2008


